ABSTRACT New, high-resolution infrared and radio images of the X-ray luminous Wolf-Rayet system WR147 (AS 431) are presented. The 5-GHz radio image resolves both components of this double source. The emission from one component, that to the South and associated with the wind of the WN8 star is 170 253 mas, indicating that the stellar wind is not spherically symmetric. The second, non-thermal component 0 00 :6 north of the WN8 star, is extended East-West to 267 mas. The infrared image reveals the presence of a companion to the WN8 star, close to the non-thermal radio source but slightly ( 60 mas) more distant from the WN8 star. The companion is K 3 mag. fainter than the WN8 star and has a luminosity of a B0.5V star, just su ciently luminous to possess a stellar wind capable of colliding with that of the WN8 star. The presence of the non-thermal emission between the two stars and much closer to that with the weaker wind is direct evidence for a colliding-wind origin for the emission. A signi cant portion of the X-ray emission can also be accounted for by the release of energy in the wind collision. Comparison of the non-thermal ux with those of the three systems incorporating WC type stars (WR125, WR140 and WR146) shows a correlation with velocity of the WR wind.
INTRODUCTION
Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars emit free-free continuum radiation from their extended ionized stellar wind envelopes. This emission is readily observable in the infrared and, particularly, radio wavelength regions where the continuum spectrum has the form S / , with spectral index 0:7?0:8; depending on the conditions in the wind. In addition to this emission, a number of WR stars exhibit strong, non-thermal emission which is characterized by zero or negative spectral index, variable ux density, and typically high brightness temperature (TB 10 6 ?10 8 K). This emission is thought to be synchrotron radiation arising from electrons accelerated to relativistic velocities by rst-order Fermi acceleration in shocks, arising from either wind instabilities in single stars (e.g. Chen & White 1994) , or the region where the winds of two components of a massive binary collide (e.g. Eichler & Usov 1993) . A third mechanism, acceleration of the electrons to relativistic velocities by magnetic eld compression from the colliding winds, has been proposed by Jardine, Allen & Pollock (1996) .
Four WR stars have been studied as non-thermal emitters: WR 125, WR 140 (HD 193793) , WR 146 and WR 147 . Of these, WR 140 (WC7+O4-5V) has been demonstrated to be a binary system (Williams et al. 1990a) , while spectroscopic evidence for O-type companions to the WC stars in WR 125 and WR 146 was found by and Dougherty et al. (1996) , suggesting that the non-thermal emission in all three systems arises from the interaction of the WR winds with their companions.
In the case of WR 140, the non-thermal emission was shown to vary in phase with the system's 7.94-y period by Williams et al. (1990a) , who proposed a model in which a c 0000 RAS non-thermal source in the wind-collision region was taken to be much closer to the O4-5 star than the WC star on account of the higher mass-loss rate of the latter. The nonthermal source therefore moves with the O4-5 star inside the stellar wind of the WC star during the orbit. As a result, the free-free opacity in the Wolf-Rayet wind along lines of sight to the collision region changes throughout the orbit as the geometry changes. Our ability to observe the nonthermal emission requires the absence of appreciable freefree opacity along our line of sight to the emission region which, in the case of WR 140, occurs for only a fraction of each period. This model has been developed quantitatively by Eichler & Usov (1993) . Multi-frequency light curves were observed and used by Williams, van der Hucht & Spoelstra (1994) and White & Becker (1995) to study the circumstellar extinction and intrinsic non-thermal emission. In particular, White & Becker argued from the variation of the intrinsic non-thermal ux that the undisturbed wind of the WolfRayet component was not spherical, but attened somewhat into a disk.
The non-thermal radio emission from WR 125 faded between 1984 and 1988, perhaps due to an increase in circumstellar extinction as the system approached periastron passage shortly before its dust-formation episode . The non-thermal emission had not returned by 1995 (Contreras et al. 1996) , indicating that, if the variation is periodic like that of WR 140, the period is in excess of 13 y. This is consistent with the minimum 15-y interval between dust-formation episodes inferred by from the infrared light curves. Dougherty et al. (1996) have recently resolved the radio emission from WR 146 into two components and suggested that the non-thermal component was associated with a wind-collision region between the WC6 star and a companion star. From optical spectroscopy the companion has been identi ed as late O-type, expected to have a much lower mass-loss rate than the WC6 star. Consequently, the windcollision region and non-thermal source are expected to be much closer to the O star than the WC star. The wide separation (D cos(i) 140 au) results in a low circumstellar extinction along our sight-line to the non-thermal source through the Wolf-Rayet wind.
Strong radio, infrared and X-ray emission from WR 147 (AS 431) was rst reported by Caillault et al. (1985) , who also identi ed it from a red spectrum as a heavily reddened WN8 type star. The spectral type was con rmed by Conti & Massey (1989) . From the radio ux density Caillault et al. derived an unusually high mass-loss rate ( 3:9 10 ?4 M y ?1 ), assuming a distance of 2 kpc and wind terminal velocity v1 = 2000 km s ?1 . At the same time, they recognized the uncertainty of the nature of the radio emission: its partial resolution suggesting a thermal source while its negative spectral index that it was non-thermal.
This apparent contradiction was removed by highresolution, 5-GHz MERLIN observations of WR 147 which demonstrated that the emission arose in two components. One component was shown to be coincident with the optical image of the WN8 star and identi ed as its thermal wind emission and the other, 0 00 :6 to the north, with the (possible) source of non-thermal emission (Moran et al. 1989) . From multi-epoch, multi-frequency VLA observations, Churchwell et al. (1992) con rmed that the northern component was a non-thermal emitter with a 2{6-cm spectral index of ?0:5, compared with a spectral index of +0:6 for the southern component, consistent with free-free emission from the wind of the WN8 star. The two components were observed to be joined by a bridge of emission at 15 GHz, indicating that the sources were spatially related rather than being a chance alignment of the Wolf-Rayet star with an unrelated non-thermal source. Churchwell et al. (1992) used a combination of optical and infrared photometry to re-determine the reddening and distance to WR 147. Their new distance of 630 pc made WR 147 the second closest WR star to the Sun. From considering the radio ux from the southern, stellar wind component, Churchwell et al. derived a mass-loss rate of 4:2 10 ?5 M y ?1 , similar to those of other WR stars. Contreras et al. (1996) found a similar value from a 43-GHz observation, taken to be uncontaminated by non-thermal emission.
In his survey of X-ray emission from WR stars, Pollock (1987) determined a 0.2{4 keV X-ray luminosity of (47 6) 10 32 erg s ?1 from EINSTEIN hard-band observations of WR 147, assuming a distance of 1.9 kpc. Re-scaled to a distance of 630 pc, this becomes (5:2 0:7) 10 32 erg s ?1 , or 0:13 0:02 L . The extinction derived by Churchwell et al. implies a hydrogen column density NH 2:3 10 22 , 20 per cent higher than that adopted by Pollock, so that derived luminosity will be higher also. The high extinction may also account for the low ROSAT 0.2{2.4 keV X-ray luminosity of (0:58 0:31) 10 32 erg s ?1 reported by Pollock, Haberl & Corcoran (1995) , although variability cannot be ruled out. Churchwell et al. examined several possible mechanisms for the X-ray emission. They found that only the capture of a slow, dense, equatorially-enhanced wind from the WN8 star by a neutron star could produce the observed ux, since a colliding-wind massive-binary model appeared to be ruled out by the speckle observations of Lortet et al. (1987) , who found no optical companion with m < 3 at = 7000 A within 1.5 arcsec of the WN8 star. However, Churchwell et al. could not rule out the possibility that the X-rays were produced in a collision between the wind of the WN star and that of an unseen companion.
We re-observed WR 147 in the radio to examine the structure evident in the maps by Moran et al. and Churchwell et al., exploiting the higher resolution possible with MERLIN following the commissioning of the Cambridge antenna. A preliminary reduction of these data was presented by Davis et al. (1995) . In addition, we extended the search for a companion to the infrared given the severe interstellar extinction su ered by WR 147. We also observed the system at mid-infrared and millimetre wavelengths to form a spectral energy distribution extending from the optical to the radio wavelength regime.
Our new 2-m map shows the presence of an infrared companion 3 mag fainter than the WN8 star and a little beyond the non-thermal radio component. We take this as evidence that WR 147 is a double star and discuss the system as a colliding-wind binary. We compare the wind properties of WR 147 with those of other WR systems showing nonthermal radio emission. Baars et al. (1977) 2 RADIO OBSERVATIONS Radio observations were obtained using the MERLIN array on 1992 June 24 (C band, 5 GHz) and 1993 April 11 (L band, 1.6 GHz) with nominal resolution of 50 mas and 150 mas respectively. The total on-source integration times were 14.5 and 11 hours at 1.6 and 5 GHz respectively. To establish the complex antennae gains, the on-source observations were interleaved with frequent observations of the nearby radio-bright quasar 2005 + 403. The absolute ux scale was established by observation of 3C286 and the unresolved sources OQ208 (1.6 GHz) and 0552+398 (5 GHz). The uxes adopted for 3C286 and determined for the other sources, including the phase-reference source 2005+403, are given in Table 1 .
DECLINATION (B1950)
The data were initially amplitude-calibrated using MERLIN software, and then transferred to the NRAO aips package for phase calibration and imaging. The \dirty" images were deconvolved using the clean algorithm (see Cornwell & Braun, 1989 , and references therein), giving the nal synthesized images shown in Fig. 1 . The images presented here have a resolution approximately three times that of the data of Moran et al., which had a synthesized beam FWHM of 150 130 mas. This is largely due to the fact that the present observations were made after the Cambridge antenna was added to MERLIN, increasing both baseline coverage and the sensitivity on the longest baselines.
At 5 GHz, WR 147 is resolved into two components, N and S, as previously observed by Moran et al. (1989) and Churchwell et al. (1992) . At 1.6 GHz, component N is easily observed but, at the position of S, the radio emission is only detected at around the 3 level. Moran et al. showed that the position of WR 147S was coincident with the optical position of the WR star.
We have convolved the 5-GHz data with a beam similar to that of Moran et al. to enhance low surface-brightness emission (Fig. 2) . It can be seen that there is low surfacebrightness emission extending to the North of N, and between N and S. This latter emission is the \bridge" of emission that Churchwell et al. (1992) observed at 15 GHz. Our observation con rms the spatial connection between WR 147N and S and rules out the possibility that N is a background radio source in a chance alignment with S. As yet, the nature of the bridge is not known.
Fluxes for the two components were derived by tting 2D-Gaussian functions to the emission features (aips routine c 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000{000 Fig. 1 ) this method gives a poor estimate of ux largely because the radio emission from neither N nor S is well approximated by a Gaussian function. In addition, it is apparent from the many small patches of low surface brightness emission in the 5-GHz image that some ux is resolved out by MERLIN. For comparison, we have determined the uxes for the features in Fig. 1 by integrating the ux over the area occupied by each source (aips routine tvstat). In addition, we also convolved the data with lower resolution beams to estimate the total ux from WR 147 as detected by MER-LIN. The uxes at 1.6 GHz were determined in a similar fashion. These uxes are given in Table 2 .
In Table 3 we give the positions derived from Fig. 2 . The error in the radio positions is dominated by the error in the position of the radio phase-reference source relative to the optical reference frame. For the MERLIN calibrator used in these observations this is approximately 10 mas. The separation of the two radio components is 575 15mas. This compares very well with the separations 600 mas derived by Moran et al. and 580 mas by Churchwell et al. Both N and S are clearly resolved in our observations, N being elongated with an apparent E{W orientation, and S clearly not a symmetric, uniform emission region, as often assumed a priori in calculations, for example, of mass-loss rates in hot star winds. Indeed, WR 147S appears to have a complex intensity distribution. However, since possibly as much as half of the emission is resolved out by MERLIN (see below), any detailed analysis of the intensity distribution of S requires the addition of contemporaneous lower spatial frequency visibility data than observed with MER-LIN. Meanwhile, we can estimate the size and aspect ratio of the 5-GHz emission from WR 147N and S from a simple analysis of the visibility data presented here. After locating the peak of S at the phase-tracking centre of the image, we removed the ux contributed by N from the visibility data using the aips routine uvsub. The remaining visibility data were then binned into a 20 20 grid to improve the signal-tonoise ratio. A two-dimensional Gaussian t to the gridded data then gives an estimate of the source size, ux density and position angle. A similar procedure was followed for N. The derived sizes are given in Table 3 . From these results, the aspect ratios for N and S are 3:4 0:5 and 1:5 0:15 respectively. Also, in a long-term monitoring programme , three more 5-GHz observations were taken with the WSRT in the rst half of 1993 with a 3 00 :7 synthesized beam and reduced using Westerbork's newstar software. The ux densities, on the Baars et al. scale, are consistent within the uncertainties and are averaged for a \1993.3" ux density in Table 4 .
Our MERLIN ux densities (Table 2) are signi cantly lower than our 1993 WSRT data and those derived by Churchwell et al. and in other studies. These have yielded total 5-Ghz uxes 36 mJy (Table 4) , usually from the VLA in the compact C, C-D or D con gurations. In these congurations, WR 147 is largely unresolved and these uxes closely represent the total ux, from both compact and extended components of WR 147. The higher resolution Acon guration observations of Churchwell et al. gave slightly lower ux densities, but the di erences are barely significant. Churchwell et al. also reported Westerbork observa- tions with a 3 00 :5-beam. We averaged the 1989 and 1990 6-cm data to give ux densities for epochs \1989.7" and \1990.4".
Comparison with the total 5-GHz ux of 18:6 0:3 that we derive suggests two possibilities: either MERLIN detected only half of the total emission of the source or the source may have been signi cantly fainter at the time of our observations (1992) than at other times. Given that the stellar wind component, S, is the principal contributor to the 5-GHz ux from WR 147 (Fig. 3) , the variability option seems unlikely. A 50 per cent fall in the emission by a stellar wind implies a 40 per cent fall in the star's mass-loss rate over a period of years followed by a recovery in 180 days, little more than the 130-day dynamical time-scale of the wind. This cannot be ruled out but such a phenomenon has not been observed from previous radio and extensive infrared observations of Wolf-Rayet winds.
The alternative to variability is that a signi cant fraction of the 5-GHz ux from WR 147 is from a more extended component than observed by MERLIN, which is only capable of detecting emission on size scales up to about 700 mas at 5 GHz (on account of its shortest antenna spacing being 6.4 km). Support for this view comes from the fact that the ux detected by Moran et al. is rather lower than that cited in their paper because they used too high a ux for the calibrator, 2005+403. The corrected ux is given in Table 4 and is also lower than those determined with the VLA and WSRT, which are mutually consistent and show no evidence for signi cant variability. This is consistent with the small dispersion of the near-infrared magnitudes observed by Churchwell et al. in 1983 and , and agreement with those from Caillault et al., showing the ux level from the WR 147 stellar wind to be constant to within about 5 per cent. We therefore conclude that MERLIN resolves out approximately half the ux, presumably from an extended component. It is not clear why the uxes from the two MERLIN studies di er but, as Moran et al. did not give details of how their uxes were calculated, we cannot take this further at present. Therefore, we will rely on our MER-LIN observations for discussion of structure but use uxes from Churchwell et al. for the luminosities.
The shape of the non-thermal component, N, will be discussed in Section 5 but as to that of S, we note that this is the rst time an asymmetric geometry in a WR star wind has been observed directly. Previously, the wind of 2 Velorum had been resolved at 5 GHz by Hogg (1985) , who found that the ux density observed at a given VLA antenna separation was independent of the position angle of the baseline, implying a spherical wind. Polarimetric observations suggest that a few WR stars have attened winds (SchulteLadbeck 1995) and, as noted above, White & Becker (1995) inferred from the radio light curve of WR 140 that its wind is attened. Theoretical studies of the winds of rotating WR stars (Cassinelli, Ignace & Bjorkman 1995) show that high-density wind-compressed zones (WCZs) can form in the stars' equatorial planes. The density contrasts between the equatorial and higher latitudes are signi cantly smaller than those of the wind-compressed disks (WCDs) proposed for Be stars but can still reach 18 depending on the wind acceleration and stellar rotational velocity (Ignace, Cassinelli & Bjorkman 1996) . As the position angle of WR 147S di ers from that of the WR 147S{N system, it is unlikely that N lies in the higher density equatorial plane of S unless both systems are inclined at angles which combine to bring this about. More probably, WR 147N lies at an intermediate latitude of WR 147S. Accordingly, in our calculations involving the wind density of WR 147S, we will use the \spherical" wind mass-loss rate derived conventionally but will note the possible e ects of departures from this.
SPECTRAL ENERGY DISTRIBUTION OF WR 147
Churchwell et al. used optical and near-infrared photometry to re-determine the reddening and distance to WR 147. We also observed mid-infrared photometry in 1983 and use these data, together with data from IRAS and sub-millimetre and millimetre observations to extend the near-infrared spectralenergy distribution (SED) of WR 147 to longer wavelengths for comparison with the radio uxes of the two components. The mid-infrared observations were made using the United Kingdom Infrared Telescope (UKIRT) on 1983 July 14 (the night after the rst set of near-IR data reported by Churchwell et al.) with the common-user bolometer pho- tometer, UKT7. Both components of WR 147 were included in the 5-arcsecond focal-plane aperture and we used the intermediate band-pass ( 1 m) lters in the 8 { 13 m region, together with the broad-band 4.8-m M and 20-m Q lters, to help de ne the SED. The magnitudes are given in Table 5 . The relative faintness of the 9:7 m magnitude compared with the other magnitudes in the 8 { 13 m region is attributable to extinction by the \silicate" feature, consistent with the high reddening (AV = 11:5 mag, Churchwell et al.) towards WR 147.
The mid-infrared data were strengthened and extended using IRAS uxes (also observed in 1983) from Cohen (1995) , which were corrected for the spectral shape evident from the ground-based data following the prescription in the IRAS Explanatory Supplement (Beichman et al. 1988) .
Our sub-millimetre and millimetre observations were made with the common-user 3 He-cooled bolometer UKT14 (Duncan et al. 1990 ) on the James Clerk Maxwell Telescope (JCMT) on 1991 March 21{23 and 1992 May 5{6. The beam size is dependent on wavelength but was always su ciently large to include both components of WR 147. Flux calibration was by observation of Uranus and secondary standards (Sandell 1994) . For the relative extinctions at di erent wavelengths, we followed Stevens & Robson (1994) . The uxes are given in Table 6 .
These optical{IR data were de-reddened by AV = 11:5 mag and are plotted in Fig. 3 . It is evident that the de-reddened mid-IR{mm uxes and the radio uxes of WR 147S t a power-law SED, S / , characteristic of a stellar wind. This index of this spectrum ( = 0:66 0:02 by least squares) is slightly greater than that (0.6) predicted (e.g. Wright & Barlow 1975) for an isothermal, spherically symmetric, steady-state wind but less than those ( = 0:78) observed for the WC systems WR 140 and WR 146 (Dougherty et al.) . The higher spectral indices are due to the ion density falling o more rapidly than r 2 . This could be caused by a number of factors: the failure of the winds to have reached their terminal velocities at the radiocontinuum forming regions, the ionization fraction changing with radius (cf. V el, Williams et al. 1990b , Leitherer & Robert 1991 or a geometry that is changing with radius. The 450-m ux lies about 3 above the power-law wind spectrum but the observed ux came from one night only and the high, and variable, atmospheric extinction at this wavelength makes calibration di cult
The spectrum of WR 147N is very di erent. Plotted in Fig. 3 is the 5{15-GHz spectrum observed by Churchwell et al. in 1984 , which has a spectral index ?0:4. They did not resolve the components at 1.45 GHz but, from subtracting the extrapolated wind spectrum from the total ux, estimated a 1.45-GHz ux for N which suggested a slightly atter spectrum longward of 5 GHz. From the relatively low upper limit to the 22-GHz ux found by Churchwell et al. in 1985, there appears to be a sharp high-frequency cut-o which needs con rmation and examination. The integrated spectrum of N gives a non-thermal luminosity of 7 10 28 erg s ?1 . Also plotted are our 5 and 1.65-GHz uxes of N. As described above, the di erences between our uxes and those of Churchwell et al. are most probably attributable to MERLIN's not detecting extended emission. Consequently, the agreement between the spectral index ({0.45) indicated by our 1.6 and 5-GHz observations and that by Churchwell et al. is fortuitous.
THE INFRARED IMAGE AND COMPANION
Infrared observations of WR 147 were obtained in the Service Observing Programme of the United Kingdom Infrared Telescope (UKIRT) on 1996 May 28 using the IRCAM3 camera and ALICE array control system (Aspin et al. 1997 ).
The camera was con gured to give an image scale of 0 00 :057 tion is broken up into a large number of very short integrations. Provided that the eld contains one, dominant point source, the centroid of this source on the array can be located for each integration and the images shifted in real time to bring them into alignment. This system is very well suited to searching for faint companions to bright point sources | such as the WN8 star in WR 147. Two such observations through the K lter, each comprising 10 000 integrations of 36 ms duration, were added to provide the \raw" image in Fig. 4 . In addition to the clearly observed WR star, it is evident from Fig. 4 that there is a faint infrared companion located slightly to the north. The slight E{W asymmetry in the halo of the image of the WR star is a consequence of the alignment of the telescope optics and was observed in our other images taken during our programme. We used the image of a single star to de ne the telescope point-spread function and applied the Starlink implementation (mem2d) of the maximum entropy deconvolution algorithm to our image of WR 147 to give the deconvolved image in Fig. 5 , shown superimposed on the 5-GHz MERLIN observation. The FWHM of the deconvolved image of the WN8 star is 2 pixel (0 00 :11) in both coordinates whereas the image of the companion appears to be slightly broader E-W. As this is similar to the resolution of the telescope and may well be an artefact, we do not regard this elongation as signi cant and, for the present, consider the companion to be point like.
The infrared companion is 11:0 0:2 pixels (0 00 :63 0 00 :01) North and 1:7 0:3 pixels (0 00 :10 0 00 :02) West of the WN8 star, giving a total separation of 0 00 :64 0 00 :02, which corresponds to 403 13 AU at a distance of 630 pc. This places the companion, hereafter referred to as WR147NIR, slightly more distant from the WN8 star than the peak of the non-thermal emission (cf. Table 3) in both coordinates. If the southern, thermal radio component S is centred on the infrared image of the WN8 star, the peak of the non- in the IR image is 0 00 :11, the di raction limit of UKIRT at this wavelength. WR 147NIR is clearly visible to be slightly to the north of WR 147N. The apparent IR emission to the SE of the WR star is an artefact; a very similar feature appeared in the reconstruction of another source observed at the same time.
thermal emission is not coincident with WR147NIR, but lies between the two stars (Fig. 5) .
To get an idea of what type of star WR147NIR could be, we estimate its absolute magnitude from the magnitude difference ( K = 3:04 0:09) derived from our image and the absolute magnitude of the WN8 star. We retain the distance (630 pc) and absolute magnitude determined by Churchwell et al. based on comparative infrared photometry of WR 147 and WR 105 despite the fact that the latter has recently been re-classi ed as a WN9h star by Smith, Shara & Moffat (1996) . The only WN8 star which might have a distance and absolute magnitude determinable from membership of a stellar association is WR 66 (HD 134877), which lies in the direction of the association Anon Cir (Lundstr om & Stenholm 1984) . The colour-magnitude diagram of this region (Bassino et al. 1982) shows possible groupings at two different distances and as there is no external evidence that WR 66 belongs to either, this does not provide a luminosity calibration for WN8 stars. In the absence of a better calibration, we follow Churchwell et al. in adopting an absolute magnitude K = ?5:96 for WR 147, which gives an absolute magnitude of K = ?2:9 for WR147NIR.
We then determined the average absolute K magnitudes of hot stars of di erent spectral type from the MV given by Underhill & Doazan (1982) and intrinsic (V ? K) colours from Koornneef (1983) . This gives MK = ?3:0 for B0V, ?2:9 for B0.5V and ?2:7 for B1V. We therefore assume WR147NIR to have the properties of a B0.5V star. Of course, this is not a spectroscopic classi cation and we recognize that the uncertainty in the absolute magnitude of the WN8 star implies that if WR147NIR is a main-sequence star, its type could lie anywhere between late-O and mid-B type. Given that the visual (V ) magnitude di erence between the primary and secondary is also 3 magnitudes for a B0.5V companion, Lortet et al. (1987) were unlucky that the brightness of WR147NIR was at the limit of their speckle observations. It is also possible that the MK = ?2:9 star is a latetype star: about K7III if a giant, an earlier type if a luminosity class II star, but not a supergiant (too faint) or main-sequence star (too bright). If WR147NIR is a K-type giant, the visible magnitude di erence between the two stars would be greater than 3 mag. However, if the companion were coeval with the WN8 star, it is di cult to see how the secondary could have evolved on to the giant branch in the lifetime of the WR star primary. Therefore, we follow our hypothesis that WR147NIR is a B0.5V star.
DISCUSSION 5.1 WR 147 as a colliding wind binary
The discovery of an infrared stellar companion to the WN8 star leads us to consider the possibility that WR 147 is a colliding-wind binary (CWB) system, where the nonthermal emission arises in a wind-collision region, as inferred in WR 140 and WR 146.
First we address the question whether a B0.5 main sequence star could have a substantial stellar wind. The onset of mass loss, observable in the UV, by stellar winds from stars on the main sequence is quite sudden at Te = 27 500 K, log L/L = 4:4 0:1 (Grigsby & Morrison 1995) . From Underhill & Doazan (1982) , we see that the e ective temperature of a B0.5V star is 29 000 K. From the relation between bolometric correction and temperature (B:C: = ?0:5 ? 0:08T=10 3 ) given by Howarth & Prinja (1989) , we estimate a bolometric correction of ?2:8 and hence a bolometric magnitude of ?6:5 for WR147NIR. The corresponding luminosity is log L/L ' 4:5. From this, it is evident that WR147NIR is just su ciently hot and luminous to have a substantial stellar wind which can collide with that of the WN8 star. However, we should not lose sight of the dependence of this result on the adopted luminosity of the WN8 star: WR147NIR has a luminosity close to the borderline for stellar wind, and a small uncertainty in luminosity translates into a large uncertainty in mass-loss rate. In any event, we should expect the mass-loss rate of WR147NIR to be much lower than that of the WN8 star: Runacres & Blomme (1996) derive mass-loss rates of 5?6 10 ?8 M y ?1 for the B0.5IV and B0.2V stars Lep and Sco, which also have luminosities log L/L 4:5.
The winds of the WN8 and B0.5 stars are expected to collide where their momenta balance, forming a contact discontinuity. This is expected to occur relatively close to the B0.5 star owing its lower mass-loss rate. The scale of the wind-interaction region is determined by the distance rOB of the contact discontinuity from the B0.5 star (Eichler (Fig. 6) has the form of a cap of height rOB and diameter rOB centred on the B0.5 star, facing the WN8 star, and a cone facing away from the WN8 star. If the non-thermal emission is produced by electrons accelerated here, we would expect the source to resemble the interaction region both in its proximity to the B0.5 companion and in its shape | elongated perpendicular to the line between the components with an aspect ratio , depending on the inclination and extent to which emission arises \behind" the B0.5 star. Our observations (Table 3 and Fig. 5 ) t well in both respects, giving support to the CWB interpretation of the non-thermal emission.
We therefore estimate the scale of the interaction region by relating the observed width of the source 267 mas to the cross-section rOB. This would give rOB 85 mas, an overestimate if the emission arises from \outside" the contact discontinuity. From the di erence between the IR and radio separations, we have the projected value of rOB, rOBcos(i) = 60 30 mas. This value of rOB is quite uncertain since it comes from the di erence of two much larger quantities and we do not know which part of WR 147N coincides with the position of the contact discontinuity. It also depends on the (unknown) inclination but is consistent with the value of rOB estimated from the width of the source, so that the 50 per cent uncertainty is pessimistic. For further discussion of the system, we will adopt rOB = 80 mas and rOBcos(i) = 60 mas, recognizing their uncertainty. To convert the wind momentum of the B0.5 star to a mass-loss rate, we adopt a terminal velocity of 800 km s ?1 , slightly greater than the escape velocity (Prinja 1989) . Using these parameters and the value of the momentum ratio, we estimate a mass-loss rate of 6 10 ?7 M y ?1 for the B0.5 star. The formal uncertainty on gives a range of (1 ? 15) 10 ?7 but the concurrence of the two estimates of rOB suggests a narrower range. If WR147NIR and interaction region lie in the equatorial wind-compressed zone (WCZ) of the WN8 star, the mass-loss rate derived for the B0.5 star should be scaled up by a factor of a few, depending on the rotational velocity of the WN8 star and the wind acceleration (cf. Ignace et al. 1996) . Similarly, if WR147NIR lies at a high latitude on the WN8 star, the mass-loss rate derived for the B0.5 star will be lower. However, as it is more likely that the interaction region lies at an intermediate latitude on the WN8 star, we will retain the mass-loss rate derived. It is rather higher than the mass-loss rates for the B0.2V and B0.5IV stars Sco and Lep (Runacares & Blomme 1996) and comparable to those of the B0e stars Cas and o Pup (Waters, Cot e & Lamers 1987) determined from IR observations | although the luminosities given for these B0e stars are about twice that we adopted for WR147NIR.
X-rays from the colliding winds
We can now ask how much of the X-ray luminosity observed with EINSTEIN (0:13 0:02 L ) could be provided by the colliding winds. Certainly, there is ample energy in the winds. The fraction of the WN8 stellar wind colliding with the interaction region is 0:006 for a spherically symmetric WN8 wind. This corresponds to 21L . Assuming about one-third of the B0.5 stellar wind to be involved in the interaction, we would have an additional 11L of wind luminosity. These luminositities would be factors of a few higher or lower if the wind of the WN8 star were attened and the interaction region lay at equatorial or high latitudes of the WN8 star respectively.
We consider two mechanisms for the production of Xray photons: thermal bremsstrahlung from the shock-heated gas and inverse Compton scattering of stellar photons by the accelerated electrons. Following Usov (1992), the thermal Xray luminosity is calculated from the wind parameters and source size derived above. The wind from the WN8 star can be shown to be heated to 4 10 7 K near the stagnation point. For the shocked WN8 wind, external to the contact discontinuity, we get a thermal X-ray luminosity of 1:4 10 31 erg s ?1 . A similar calculation for the B0.5 wind (the \inner shock") yields 2:2 10 32 erg s ?1 : The total thermal X-ray luminosity is therefore expected to be LX = 0:06L , which is about half of the observed luminosity. This result is very sensitive to the mass-loss rates, varying approximately as ( _ MOB) 1:5 ( _ MWN) 0:5 (Usov 1992).
The non-thermal radio luminosity 7 10 29 erg s ?1 derived in Section 3 may be considered to arise from a source of radius ( =2)rOB mas and lling factor 0.1 (to allow for its hollow bowl shape). This yields an equipartition magnetic eld strength Beq 9 mG. Though the source size is uncertain, and Beq / R ?6=7 , the minimum magnetic eld strength has to be 1 mG, otherwise the Razin -Tsytovich e ect (e.g. Pacholczyk 1970) will suppress 1.6-GHz emission from WR 147 N. For a eld of a few milli-Gauss, the radio luminosity requires a total energy in relativistic electrons of 5 10 39 ergs. Can these electrons scatter the UV photons of the B0.5 star to produce the observed X-ray ux? The nal energy, Ef of an inverse-Compton scattered photon is related to its initial energy, Ei, by Ef = 2 Ei where is the Lorenz factor. At a stellar temperature of 30; 000 K, the peak in the stellar photon distribution occurs at about 10 eV. Therefore, inverse-Compton X-ray photons at energies near 1 keV arise primarily from scattering o electrons with = 10, or with energies of 8 10 ?6 erg. A relativistic electron with energy E, created at a distance r from a source of photons with luminosity L will have a lifetime to inverse-Compton scattering of tIC = 4 r 2 c aICL E ;
where aIC = 3:97 10 ?2 . Since WR 147N is at least 8 10 14
cm from the B0.5 star, whose luminosity is 1:8 10 38 ergs s ?1 , electrons with energy 10 ?5 ergs have tIC 10 10 sec. For a total electron energy 5 10 39 , the inverseCompton X-ray luminosity is 10 30 ergs s ?1 . Clearly, inverse-Compton scattering of non-thermal electrons do not contribute signi cantly to the observed 1-keV X-ray luminosity The di erence between the observed total X-ray luminosity and the theoretical estimate of that from the collision region can be accounted for by X-rays from the two stars. Pollock (1987) found that the mean X-ray luminosity of single WN stars is 0:06L . In addition, the luminosity of the B0.5 star could be of similar magnitude, as seen by comparison with 0:007L for the B0.5V star Car, and up to 0:07L , depending on the model, for the B0V star Sco (Cassinelli et al. 1994 ).
Comparison with other non-thermal emitting WR systems
Our conclusion that WR 147 is a CWB non-thermal radio source invites comparison with the three other WR sysc 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000{000 tems whose non-thermal radio emission has been ascribed to stellar wind collision. Some properties of the four systems are collected and compared in Table 7 . The spectral types of the companions to the WR stars are uncertain. Apart from that of WR 147 inferred from its infrared luminosity above, they come from composite spectra dominated by the emission lines of the WR stars which mask most of the lines used for the classi cation of OB type spectra.
The quantities listed as \sizes" are estimates of the separations of the WR stars and non-thermal sources. The separations come from the observed projected separations of the sources in WR 146 (Dougherty et al.) and WR 147 (this paper) and are therefore lower limits. The size of WR 140 is from the orbit determination of Williams et al. (1990a) and is the separation at the phase ( 0:7) of radio maximum. In the case of WR 125, we estimate a lower limit to the orbital size from the inference, from the infrared variations, that the period of WR 125 is at least twice that of WR 140 .
For comparison, the radii of the 5-GHz \photospheres", the wind radii from which the 5-GHz continua of the winds of the WR stars may be considered to arise (Wright & Barlow 1975) are 36 au for the three WC stars and 75 au for WR 147. For systems smaller than this radius e.g. WR 140, the 5-GHz non-thermal emission is observable only if the wind of the WR star is not spherically symmetric and only when the geometry is favourable. On the other hand, the non-thermal emission from widely separated systems like WR 146 and WR 147 is readily observable because the nonthermal emission arises further out in the WR winds, close to the companions.
The 5-GHz ux densities of the non-thermal components in WR 125 and WR 140 are those at radio maxima, while those of WR 146 and WR 147 are average values, excluding the MERLIN data for the latter. The most striking di erence between WR 147 and the other systems in Table  7 is the relative weakness of its non-thermal emission. The 5-GHz luminosities of the three WC systems are similar, and all four times stronger than that of WR 147.
Given that WR 147 is the most widely separated system and that the projected separation of the components is about ve times greater than the 5-GHz \photosphere", we cannot ascribe this di erence to greater circumstellar extinction in the WN8 wind of WR 147. The di erence must lie in the intrinsic luminosities of the non-thermal sources.
The most signi cant di erences in the other properties of the systems are in the wind terminal velocities and kinetic energies. The terminal velocities are well determined observationally and that of WR 147 is a factor of 2:8 times lower than those of the three other systems. The kinetic energy is a factor 8 lower for a spherically symmetric WR 147 wind, with the possible modi cations referred to above if the wind is attened. We expect the available WR wind luminosity to scale as the product of wind energy and angular cross-section This suggests that the non-thermal luminosity should scale approximately as the product of the WR wind velocity and the OB wind momentum for equal e ciencies of conversion of wind luminosity. Within the uncertainties, this accounts for the relatively low non-thermal luminosity of WR 147 relative to WR 125 and WR 146, assuming the wind velocities of the late-subtype O stars in the latter systems to be in the range 1000 { 2000 km s ?1 (Prinja, Barlow & Howarth 1990) . The companion to the WC7 star in WR 140 is of an earlier subtype (O4-5) whose velocity has been measured (3100 km s ?1 , Fitzpatrick, Savage & Sitko, 1982) to be rather higher than those expected for the other systems but the non-thermal luminosity of WR 140 is not proportionally higher. This may be a consequence of the non-spherical geometry of this system (cf. White & Becker 1995) and this source awaits detailed modelling.
It appears from the similarity of the non-thermal luminosities of the three WC-star based systems that the separation of the components is unimportant, which might seem surprising for interacting systems. The fact that we have only lower limits to the separations of the more widely separated systems reinforces this result. The explanation lies in the fact that, for a given wind-momentum ratio, the size of the interaction region scales with the separation of the components (eqn 1) and intercepts the same fraction of the Wolf-Rayet wind and hence the same kinetic energy if the wind has accelerated to its terminal velocity.
CONCLUSIONS
High-resolution infrared and radio images of the X-ray luminous Wolf-Rayet system WR 147 (AS 431) have been observed. The new radio image resolves both components of this N{S double source and con rms the presence of a \bridge" of emission joining them. The emission from the Southern component, which is associated with the wind of the WN8 star, is not circular but sized 170 253 mas, suggesting that the stellar wind is not spherically symmetric. Almost half the ux is resolved out by MERLIN and the data need augmentation with contemporaneous observations on shorter baselines to observe the extended emission. The non-thermal component, 0 00 :6 north of the WN8 star, is broadened East-West by 267 mas. The infrared image rec 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000{000 veals the presence of a companion to the WN8 star, close to the non-thermal radio source but slightly ( 60 mas) more distant from the WN8 star. The companion is K 3 mag. fainter than the WN8 star and has the luminosity of a B0.5V star, just su ciently luminous (log L/L = 4:5) to possess a stellar wind capable of colliding with that of the WN8 star and allowing us to treat the system as a colliding wind binary.
The presence of the non-thermal emission between the two stars, much closer to that with the weaker wind and having a shape consistent with that of a wind-interaction region is direct evidence for a colliding-wind origin for the emission. About half of the X-ray emission can also be accounted for by the release of energy in the wind collision.
Comparison of the non-thermal luminosity with those of the three non-thermal source systems incorporating WC type stars (WR 125, WR 140 and WR 146) shows a correlation with the velocity of the WR wind.
